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Wise words from clinical psychologist Dr Hazel Harrington the
author of this week’s blog post.
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“
Knowledge is power. So learning about the brain
lays strong foundations for emotional
intelligence.

“
When children understand what’s happening in
the brain, it can be the first step to having the
power to make choices. Knowledge can be
equally powerful to parents too. Knowing how
the brain works means we can also understand
how to respond when our children need our help.
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Here’s how Dr Hazel Harrington teachesHere’s how Dr Hazel Harrington teaches
children (and parents) how to understandchildren (and parents) how to understand
the brain.the brain.
Sometimes our brains can become overwhelmed with
feelings of fear, sadness or anger, and when this happens, it’s
confusing, – especially to children. So giving children ways to
make sense of what’s happening in their brain is important.
It’s also helpful for children to have a vocabulary for their
emotional experiences that others can understand. Think of it
like a foreign language; if the other people in your family
speak that language too, then it’s easier to communicate with
them.

So how do you start these conversations with your children,
make it playful enough to keep them engaged, and simple
enough for them to understand?

Introducing the brain house: the upstairsIntroducing the brain house: the upstairs
and the downstairs.and the downstairs.
I tell children that their brains are like a house, with an
upstairs and a downstairs. This idea comes from Dr Dan
Siegel and Tina Payne Bryson’s book “The Whole-Brain
Child” and it’s a really simple way to help kids to think about
what’s going on inside their head. I’ve taken this analogy one
step further by talking about who lives in the house. I tell
them stories about the characters who live upstairs, and the
ones who live downstairs. Really, what I’m talking about are
the functions of the neocortex (our thinking brain – the
upstairs), and the limbic system (our feeling brain – the
downstairs).

Who lives upstairs and who livesWho lives upstairs and who lives
downstairs?downstairs?
Typically, the upstairs characters are thinkers, problem
solvers, planners, emotion regulators, creatives, flexible and
empathic types. I give them names like Calming Carl,
Problem Solving Pete, Creative Craig and Flexible Felix

The downstairs folk are the feelers. They are very focused on
keeping us safe and making sure our needs are met. Our
instinct for survival originates here. These characters look out
for danger, sound the alarm and make sure we are ready to
fight, run or hide when we are faced with a threat. Downstairs
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we’ve got characters like Alerting Allie, Frightened Fred, and
Big Boss Bootsy.

It doesn’t really matter what you call them, as long as you and
your child know who (and what) you are talking about. You
could have a go at coming up with your own names: try
boys/girls names, animal names, cartoon names or
completely made-up names. You might like to find characters
from films or books they love, to find your unique shared
language for these brain functions.

 

FlippingFlipping
our lids:our lids:
WhenWhen

‘downstairs’ takes over.‘downstairs’ takes over.
Our brains work best when the upstairs and the downstairs
work together. Imagine that the stairs connecting upstairs and
downstairs are very busy with characters carrying messages
up and down to each other. This is what helps us make good
choices, make friends and get along with other people, come
up with exciting games to play, calm ourselves down and get
ourselves out of sticky situations.

Sometimes, in the downstairs brain, Alerting Allie spots some
danger, Frightened Fred panics and before we know where
we are, Big Boss Bootsy has sounded the alarm telling your
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body to be prepared for danger. Big Boss Bootsy is a bossy
fellow, and he shouts ‘the downstairs brain is taking over
now. Upstairs gang can work properly again when we are out
of danger’. The downstairs brain “flips the lid” (to borrow Dan
Siegel’s phrase) on the upstairs brain. This means that the
stairs that normally allow the upstairs and downstairs to work
together are no longer connected.

Sometimes, flipping our lids is the safestSometimes, flipping our lids is the safest
thing to do.thing to do.
When everybody in the brain house is making noise, it’s hard
for anyone to be heard. Bootsy is keeping the upstairs brain
quiet so the downstairs folk can get our body ready for the
danger. Boots can signal other parts of our body that need to
switch on (or off). He can make our heart beat faster so we
are ready to run very fast, or our muscles ready to fight as
hard as we can. He can also tell parts of our body to stay very
very still so we can hide from the danger. Bootsy is doing this
to keep us safe.

Try asking your child to imagine when these reactions would
be safest. I often try to use examples that wouldn’t actually
happen (again so that children can imagine these ideas in a
playful way without becoming too frightened by them). For
example, what would your downstairs brain do if you met a
dinosaur in the playground?

Everyone flips their lids.Everyone flips their lids.
Think of some examples to share with your child about how
we can all flip our lids. Choose examples that aren’t too
stressful because if you make your kids feel too anxious they
may flip their lids then and there!

Here’s an example I might use:

“Remember when Mummy couldn’t find the car keys and we
were already late for school. Remember how I kept looking in
the same place over and over again. That’s because the
downstairs brain had taken over, I had flipped my lid and the
upstairs, thinking part of my brain, wasn’t working properly.”

When the downstairs brain gets it wrong.When the downstairs brain gets it wrong.
There might be times when we flips our lids but really we still
need the upstairs gang like Problem Solving Pete, and
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Calming Carl to help us.

We all flip our lids, but often children flip their lids more than
adults. In children’s brains, Big Boss Bootsy can get a bit over
excited and press the panic button to trigger meltdowns and
tantrums over very small things and that’s because the
upstairs part of your child’s brain is still being built. In fact, it
won’t be finished being built until the mid twenties.
Sometimes, when I want to emphasise this point, I ask kids
this question:

“Have you ever seen your Dad or Mum lay on the floor in the
supermarket screaming that they want chocolate buttons?”

They often giggle, and giggling is good because it means it’s
still playful, so they are still engaged and learning. I tell them
parents actually like chocolate just as much as children, but
adults have practiced getting Calming Carl and Problem
Solving Pete to work with Big Boss Bootsy and can
(sometimes) stop him from sounding the danger alarm when
he doesn’t need to. It does take practice and I remind
children that their brains are still building and learning from
experience.

From a shared language to emotionalFrom a shared language to emotional
regulation.regulation.
Once you’ve got all the characters in the brain house, you
have a shared language that you can use to help your child
learn how to regulate (manage) their emotions. For example,
‘it looks like Big Boss Bootsy might be getting ready to sound
the alarm, how about seeing if Calming Carl can send a
message saying ‘take some deep breaths’ ’’

The language of the brain house also allows kids to talk more
freely about their own mistakes, it’s non judgemental, playful
and can be talked about as being separate (psychologists
also call this ‘externalised’) from them. Imagine how hard it
might be to say ‘I hit Jenny today at school’ versus ‘Big Boss
Bootsy really flipped the lid today’. When I say this to parents,
some worry that I’m giving children a ‘get out clause’ – ‘can’t
they just blame Bootsy for their misbehaviour?’.

Ultimately what this is about is enabling children to learn
functional ways to manage big feelings, and some of that will
happen from conversations about the things that went wrong.
If children feel able to talk about their mistakes with you, then
you have an opportunity to join your upstairs brain folk with
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theirs, and problem solve together. It doesn’t mean they
escape consequences or shirk responsibility. It means you
can ask questions like ‘do you think there is anything you
could do to help Bootsy keep the lid on?’.

Knowing about the brain house also helps parents to think
about how to respond when their child is flooded with fear,
anger or sadness. Have you ever told you child to ‘calm
down’ when they have flipped their lid? I have. Yet what we
know about the brain house is Calming Carl lives upstairs and
when Bootsy’s flipped the lid, Calming Carl can’t do much to
help until the lid is back on. Your child may have gone
beyond the point where they can help themselves to calm
down. Sometimes, parents (teachers or carers) have to help
kids to get their lids back on, and we can do this with
empathy, patience and often taking a great deal of deep
breaths ourselves!

Where to go from here?Where to go from here?
Don’t expect to move all the characters into the brain house
and unpack on the same day; moving house takes time, and
so does learning about brains. Start the conversation and
revisit it. You might want to find creative ways to explore the
brain house with your child.

Here are a few ideas to get you started:Here are a few ideas to get you started:

1. Draw the brain house and all the characters.

2. Draw a picture of what it looks like in the house when

the downstairs flips the lid.

3. Find a comic, cut out and stick characters into the

downstairs and the upstairs.

4. Write stories about the adventures of the characters in

the brain house.

5. Use a doll’s house (or if you don’t have a doll’s house,

two shoe boxes, one on top of the other works just as

well) and fill it with the downstairs and upstairs

characters.

If you find other creative ways to explore the brain house,
Heather and I would love to hear about them on Facebook or
twitter.

If you’re keen to learn more about usingIf you’re keen to learn more about using
neuroscience I’ve created a Brain Practitioner’sneuroscience I’ve created a Brain Practitioner’s

https://yourbrainhealth.leadpages.co/toolkit/
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Toolkit.Toolkit.

It’s full of hand-picked tools, tips and resourcesIt’s full of hand-picked tools, tips and resources
so you can get a head-start on using brainso you can get a head-start on using brain
science in your life and work. Click here toscience in your life and work. Click here to

access.access.

 

 

Remember,Remember,
make it fun,make it fun,
make itmake it
lively andlively and
kids won’tkids won’t
even realiseeven realise
they arethey are
learning thelearning the
foundationsfoundations
of emotionalof emotional
intelligence!intelligence!

Written by
Dr Hazel
Harrison a
Clinical
Psychologist
with more
than 10
years’
professional
experience
in both the
National

Health Service (NHS) and private sector. ThinkAvellana has a
number of associates within healthcare, business, education
and coaching. This means we can build the right team to
match your needs. ThinkAvellana is based in Suffolk,
England.
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